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Abstract  

Mass spectrometric investigations of non-covalent binding between low molecular weight compounds revealed 

the existence of gas phase (GP) noncovalent complex (NCC) ions involving zwitterionic structures. ESI MS is used 

to prove the formation of stable sodiated NCC anions between fructose (F6P) and arginine (R) moieties. 

Theoretical calculations indicate a folded solvated salt (i.e., sodiated carboxylate interacting with phosphate) 

rather than a charge-solvated form. Under standard CID conditions, [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]- competitively forms two 

major product ions (PIs) through partner splitting [(R-H+Na) loss] and charge-induced cross-ring cleavage while 

preserving the noncovalent interactions (noncovalent product ions (NCPIs)). 

MS/MS experiments combined with in-solution proton/deuteron exchanges (HDXs) demonstrated an 

unexpected labeling of PIs i.e., a correlated D-enrichment/D-depletion. Increase in activation time up to 3000 ms 

favors such processes when limited to two H/D exchanges. These results are rationalized by inter-partner 

hydride/deuteride exchanges (<HDX>) through stepwise isomerization/dissociation of sodiated NCC-d11 anions. 

In addition, the D-enrichment/D-depletion discrepancy is further explained by back HDX with residual water in 

LTQ (selective for the isotopologue NCPIs as shown by PI relaxation experiments). Each isotopologue leads to 

only one back HDX unlike multiple HDXs generally observed in GP. This behavior shows that NCPIs are 

zwitterions with charges solvated by a single water molecule, thus generating a back HDX through a relay 

mechanism, which quenches the charges and prevents further back HDX. By estimating back HDX impact on D-

depletion, the inter-partner <HDX> complementarity was thus illustrated. This is the first description of inter-

partner <HDX>and selective back HDX validating salt solvated structures. 
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Introduction 

Non-covalent complexes (NCC) are generated in both liquid and gas phase conditions, by a variety of 

chemical interactions, such as electrostatic (e.g. ionic or hydrogen bonding) or hydrophobic 

interactions.1–9 In living organisms, non-covalent interactions between biomolecules are the basis of 

molecular recognition mechanisms essential for regulation of biological processes.10 Such 

mechanisms often involve interactions between reactive groups of the different partners, e.g. 

guanidinium group of arginine and phosphate group of fructose phosphate.11–16 Mass spectrometry 

(MS) with its high resolution and sensitivity is the ultimate tool to investigate and understand these 

mechanisms. When using electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI MS) to analyze mixtures of 

low molecular weight compounds, formation of NCC between guanidium and phosphate groups of 

the interacting molecules is often observed in the gas phase (GP).4  

The nature and strengths of electrostatic interactions formed between small poly-functional 

compounds in GP (i.e., after ionization), are mainly determined by their respective functional 

groups.17,18 The increased stability of electrostatic interactions in the absence of solvent favors 

retention of the native molecular structures.17,19,20 However, charge location and conformation of the 

non-covalent complex ions (NCC) may depend on the ESI source conditions (e.g. nature of solvent 

and buffer, source temperature and desolvation conditions).21–24 Gas phase studies of NCC ions very 

often consider small size partners as the canonical structures, forming hydrogen bonded (HB) 

systems in the gas phase. The corresponding ionized NCC species are thus ion/neutral complexes 

described as two neutrals or two anions solvating a proton for positive or negative mode, 

respectively.25–27 These forms can be relatively stable when the interacting partners bear chemical 

functions with close GP basicity or acidity.25,26,28,29 Dissociation of such protonated (or deprotonated) 

HB multimers, under low energy collision conditions proceed through HB cleavages resulting in 

competitively charged partners with relative abundances depending on their relative GP basicity (or 

acidity) properties (basis of the kinetic method.28,29 

Alternatively, one of the interacting partners may exist in zwitterionic (ZW) form and can be 

complexed with another protonated (or deprotonated) partner within the canonical form.30,31 Such 

NCC ions are maintained by ionic interactions such as salt bridge (SB) or salt (SA) bonding,17,32–35 as it 

occurs in NCC systems involving peptide/phosphate (or drug),36,37 or DNA/peptide (or drug).38–40 In 

these particular cases, ionic interactions are strengthened when involving strong basic (or acidic) 

interacting partners17–19 and then, under low energy collision conditions, the resulting NCC ions lead 

to charge-induced covalent bond (CB) cleavage while preserving non-covalent ionic interactions.38,40–

42 Consequently, HB and ionic forms can be theoretically distinguished according to their respective 

fragmentation patterns.43  
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We recently studied, under resonant excitation conditions (collision induced dissociation: CID), the 

behavior of ESI-generated arginine/hexose-phosphate (HexP) complexes as [(HexP+R-H+Na)-H]−,41 as 

a system representative of biologically relevant protein’s arginine complexes.11,12 Complementary 

investigations combining CID experiments and quantum calculations revealed the existence of two 

sodiated NCC structures: (i) the HB form with the remote salt group and (ii) the form with the 

arginine salt group solvated by the phosphate group of [HexP-H]─ (i.e., solvated salt, SSA). The HB 

form dissociates exclusively by partner splitting, while in the case of SSA form, the free negative 

charge promoted cross-ring cleavage(s) of hexose. 

Otherwise, in-solution hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) represents a useful tool to investigate 

structure and fragmentation patterns of complex ions. This method has been primarily introduced to 

deduce the mobile proton number in small size molecules in solution or in the gas phase for the 

study of even-electron molecular species.44–48 Such proton/deuteron exchanges (HDX) are also 

currently applied to study non-covalent system conformations in biomolecules,49–52 and/or to 

highlight gas phase fragmentation patterns.53–55 In the present work, HDX approach was applied to 

explore the HB and SSA forms of sodiated NCC anions formed between fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) 

and arginine (R). Fragmentation patterns of deuterium-labeled sodiated NCC anions after complete 

in-solution mobile proton exchanges were studied using the CID as well as and HCD modes (higher 

energy dissociation, a non-resonant excitation mode)56 under variable excitation energy conditions 

and excitation times. The investigated fragmentation patterns demonstrated for the first time the 

existence of inter-partner hydride/deuteride exchanges during the dissociation of the sodiated NCC 

anions. Such unexpected processes are proven by the production of labeled product ions, one with 

unexpected D-enrichment and another with D-depletion. These phenomena were exacerbated by 

longer excitation times and weaker resonant excitation conditions. These experimental results also 

give evidences that the studied sodiated NCC exist mostly within ionic structures.  
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Material and methods 

Chemicals 

Fructose-6-phosphate (F6P) and arginine (R) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint-Quentin 

Fallavier, France). To conduct in-solution H/D exchange experiments, stock solutions of F6P and R 

mixture were prepared in D2O (Aldrich, Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France) and then used at a final 

concentration of 100 µM.  

Quantum calculations 

All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 (revision D.01) software package (Gaussian 

Inc. Wallingford CT 2009).57 Optimization of geometries, frequency and single point energy 

calculations were done using the B3LYP functional with the 6-31+G** basis set.58,59  

Mass spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry analyses were performed using a Velos/Orbitrap Elite mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Courtaboeuf, France) equipped with an ESI source. The negative ion mass 

spectra and product ion spectra were recorded using high resolution Orbitrap detection (FT/MS) to 

distinguish all isobaric isotopologues containing more or less incorporated deuterium and eventually 

13C isotopologues. A Fusion tribrid instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Courtaboeuf, France) was 

also used to obtain higher sensitivity in sequential MSn experiments on the [F6Pd6+Rd7-D]− NCC anions 

exhibiting poor stability during the isolation step in the ion trap (see Figure S4).  

The mixture of F6P and R dissolved in D2O at a final concentration of 100 μM was directly infused at 7 

µL/min using a syringe pump. Ion spray (IS) was set at ‒3.5 kV, m/z range was set from 50 m/z to 

1000 m/z. Sheath gas and auxiliary gas flow rates were set at 10 a.u. and 2 a.u. (arbitrary units), 

respectively. The peaks displayed in mass spectra and product ion spectra were annotated with 

experimentally accurate m/z values. However, for the sake of simplicity only nominal m/z values 

were reported in the text of this paper. Theoretical peak resolution for FT/MS detection 

(VelosPRO/Orbitrap Elite) was set at 120,000 at m/z 400 (full width at half maximum, FWHM).  

Isolation m/z width was set at 1.2 m/z for all sequential MS/MS (using CID and HCD modes,56,60 see 

S1 in Supporting Information) and sequential MS3 experiments (using CID). For precursor ion 

excitation and storage under CID conditions (corresponding to resonant CID mode) in the linear trap 

device, the qz stability parameter value (as ActQ value) was set at 0.25 (resulting in a low mass cut-off 

(LMCO) of 28% of precursor ion m/z value) in addition some experiments were also performed at 

0.15 for favoring the detection of lower mass product ions. In addition, ActQ lowering allows 
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reducing the maximum of kinetic energy of precursor ions under resonant excitation (see S1 in 

Supporting Information).61–63  

Energy resolved mass spectrometry (ERMS) experiments28,64,65 were done under standard conditions, 

using activation time (ActT) at 10 ms and 0.1 ms for CID and HCD modes, respectively (S2 in 

Supporting Information). Collision energy (expressed as normalized collision energy, NCE)66 was 

varied from 0% to 25% for CID, and from 0% to 100% for HCD mode. These NCE value scales were 

chosen so that the ERMS breakdown curves show significant variations in the relative abundances of 

the precursor and product ions. Complementary MS/MS and ERMS experiments were also 

performed by changing ActT and/or ActQ values while fixing other excitation parameters (Figure S1 

in Supporting Information). The excitation parameters are systematically reported in Figure captions. 

Notations and nomenclature 

Deprotonation can occur at different acidic positions within the (labeled) sodiated NCC anions. By 

analogy with a protomer, different isomeric anions were herein named “deprotomers”. The 

protomer ions refer to the ion distribution resulting from competitive protonation at different basic 

sites of a polyfunctional molecule or from the proton migration (prototropy).67,68 Prototropy can also 

occur for anions, as one deprotomer can isomerize into another by proton migration. The used 

notations are made in accordance with the IUPAC recommendations.69 For the MS signal annotation, 

the recent proposal made for describing ion species will be followed for the ionized salts,70 for 

example, the sodiated NCC anions named [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]−. Such annotation reflects the possible 

populations of structures i.e., HB and SSA forms (Scheme 1). Note that SSA form can be canonical 

(i.e., SSAcan) and zwitterionic (i.e., SSAzw). 

Next, for H/D exchange experiments, HDX acronym is currently used to indicate the exchanges 

between mobilizable protons (H+) of molecules and deuterons (D+) from deuterated solvent in 

solution as well as in GP process (i.e., H/D exchange with residual light water into ion trap as back 

HDX). To obtain a homogeneous annotation when it concerns hydride/deuteride (i.e., H─/D─) 

exchanges, this acronym was modified into <HDX>. Unresolved hydrogen/deuterium exchanges will 

be termed as H/D exchanges.  
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Results and discussion 

Negative ESI mass spectrum of the F6P/R mixture solubilized in pure H2O displayed the [F6P-H]− and 

[R-H]− anions at m/z 259 and m/z 173, respectively. In addition, the NCC-representative anions 

[(F6P+R)-H]− and [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]− appear at m/z 433 and m/z 455, respectively (Figure S2a). The 

ESI mass spectrum of the same mixture dissolved in D2O (Figure S2b) is characterized by the presence 

of deuterated anionic species in which mobile protons are almost completely exchanged (at carboxyl, 

hydroxyl, guanidino and amino groups). Roughly 98-99 % of D-labeling was reached for each 

monomer species i.e. labeled [F6Pd6-D]− and [Rd7-D]− at m/z 264 and m/z 179, respectively. Also, the 

deprotonated [(F6Pd6+Rd7)-D]− dimers (m/z 445) and the sodiated [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− complex 

anions (m/z 466) are quantitatively produced (see Table S1 in Supporting Information). Such almost 

quantitative HDX indicates that gas phase back HDX (i.e., proton exchange with the residual light 

water) into the ion storage device (during ion injection and analytical scan) are negligible under our 

experimental conditions. 

 

1. Gas phase dissociations of sodiated F6Pd6/Rd7 non-covalent complex anions showed unexpected 

inter-partner H/D exchanges  

 

Scheme 1. Possible structures of the sodiated [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]− NCC anion forms (and in bracket as 
labeled [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− species): (a) hydrogen bonded (HB) form; deprotonated solvated salt 
(SSA) forms with (b) canonical (SSAcan) and (c) zwitterion (SSAzw) arginine structures.  

 

Under CID conditions, the sodiated [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]− anion (m/z 455) mainly dissociates with the 

sodiated arginine salt release, giving an [F6P-H]− anion (m/z 259) (Figure S3a in Supporting 

Information).41 Such a monomer ion can be formed by direct splitting of partners from both 
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hydrogen bonded (HB) and deprotonated solvated salt (SSA) forms of the sodiated NCC anions 

(Scheme 1). A minor competitive C3H6O3 loss from the fructose moiety from the sodiated NCC anion 

yielded the ion at m/z 365, through the cross-ring cleavage such as it occurs from the free [F6P-H]− 

anions,71,72 while preserving the non-covalent binding. This suggests the existence of strong ionic 

interactions within the sodiated F6P/R complex ions. Such interactions could be attributed to salt or 

solvated salt forms of the sodiated [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]− anions (Scheme 1), similarly to what has been 

demonstrated by quantum calculations in a previous work.41 As proposed in the fragmentation 

mechanisms of monosaccharide anions,73 the free negative charge of SSAZW that forms here induces 

cross-ring cleavages. When taking into account such mechanisms, only SSAZW forms involve a free 

negative charge (as possible ZW partner for the sodiated arginine salt) independently of non-

covalent ionic interactions (Scheme 1).31,74 In the HCD spectrum (Figure S3b) the loss of (R+C3H6O3) 

was detected, instead of the C3H6O3 loss observed under CID conditions.  

Significant differences were observed when comparing product ion spectra of labeled sodiated 

[(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− anion (m/z 466, as sodiated NCC-d11) obtained under CID or  HCD conditions 

(Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Product ion spectra of labeled [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− anion (m/z 466) recorded under (a) CID 
(ActQ=0.25, NCE=15% and ActT=10 ms) (fragment ions with abundances lower than 1% were not 
reported) and (b) HCD (NCE=40%, ActT=0.1 ms) modes with zooms onto isotopologues of labeled 
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[F6Pd6-D]− (at m/z 264) and [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D-C3H3D3O3]
− (m/z 373) product ions. ERMS breakdown 

curves of the labeled [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− anion (m/z 466) activated by (c) CID (ActT=10 ms, 
ActQ=0.25) and (d) HCD (ActT=0.1 ms) modes. Curves were obtained by plotting the integrated 
isotopologue ion abundances normalized to the total ionic current for the following ions marked as 
solid triangle for [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− precursor ions (m/z 466), solid rhombus for the sum of 
abundances of [F6Pd(6+i)-D]− and [(F6Pd(6+i)-D+Na)-D]− (i=0, 1 and 2) monomer anions, solid square for 
[(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D-C3H(3-i)D(3+i)O3]

− (i=0, 1 and 2), square for C3H(5-i)DiO6NaP− (i=0 and 1), triangle for 
PO3

− and circle for PO4H(2-i)Di
− (i=0, 1 and 2) anions.  

 

(a) The CID spectrum of the sodiated D-labeled NCC-d11 anion (slow heating conditions, S2 in 

Supporting Information,75,76 Figure 1a) displays the same product ions as the unlabeled sodiated NCC 

species (Figure S2a) with the expected D-retention i.e., a major [F6Pd6-D]− monomer ions (m/z 264, 

100% of relative abundance) and weakly abundant [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D-C3H3D3O3]
− (m/z 373, 6%) 

anions were mainly detected. Surprisingly, these product ions were accompanied by unexpected 

labeled species at m/z 265 and m/z 372 and, in addition, by much weaker m/z 266 and m/z 371. 

Rather unexpectedly, we observed a sort of intensity balance between D-enriched and D-depleted 

product ions. Indeed, what is relatively gained by one significant species (i.e., [F6Pd7-D]− at m/z 265 

instead of the expected [F6Pd6-D]− at m/z 264) seems almost lost by the other (i.e., [(F6Pd6+Rd7-

D+Na)–D-C3H2D4O3]
− at m/z 372 instead of [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-C3H3D3O3]

−, m/z 373). The 

corresponding losses C3H(3-i)D(3+i)O3]
− (i=0, 1 and 2) were termed C(3) neutral cluster losses. Note that 

such a fragmentation behavior is not observed from deprotonated dimer [F6Pd6+Rd7-D]− (m/z 445) 

(Figure S4). The major HB form of this deprotonated NCC-d12 dissociates exclusively by partner 

splitting (i.e., non-covalent bonding cleavage) yielding expected labeled [F6Pd6-D]− ions (m/z 264). In 

contrast, the sodiated NCC-d11 anion undergoes competitive fragmentation pathways i.e., direct 

partner splitting and cross-ring cleavages while preserving non-covalent binding. The formation of 

the unexpected labeled product ions suggests NCC isomerization with potential inter-partner H/D 

exchanges (see below).  

ERMS breakdown curves of the sodiated NCC-d11 anion under CID conditions (Figure 1c) show a slow 

increase of product ion cluster abundances with the collision energy, similar to that of the unlabeled 

species (Figure S3c). As soon as the parent ion disappears (beyond NCE of 20%), the abundance of 

each product ion cluster becomes constant, meaning that no (or weak) consecutive fragmentation 

pathways occur as expected in CID mode (S2 in Supporting Information). Importantly, the phosphate 

and metaphosphate ions were not detected even at a lower LMCO value (e.g. lowest m/z 70 for ActQ 

0.15). 

b) Product ion spectrum recorded under HCD conditions displays some differences (Figure 1b) 

compared to that of CID (Figure 1a). The relative contribution of [F6Pd7-D]− product ion at m/z 265 is 

reduced in abundance from 30% (Figure 1a) to 15 % (Figure 1b) of the base peak at m/z 264. In 
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addition, instead of the non-covalent product ions i.e., m/z 372/373 ion cluster detected in the CID 

experiments (Figure 1a), the m/z 191/192 doublet corresponding to [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D-(Rd7 +C3H3-

iD3+iO3)]
− (i.e., C3H(5-i)DiO6NaP−) product ions (with i=0 and 1, Figure 1b) appeared at higher NCE. In the 

low m/z range, the labeled phosphate PO4H(2-i)Di
− (i=0, 1 and 2) isotopologue ion cluster at m/z 99, 

m/z 98 and m/z 97 and the metaphosphate PO3
− anion at m/z 79 were observed under HCD 

conditions because of the absence of LMCO.56 Therefore, their formation (not observed under CID 

conditions) is likely due to consecutive dissociations using such activation conditions (see S2 in 

Supporting Information).  

Moreover, the D-enrichment observed for the [F6Pd6-D]− product anion (m/z 264) is only represented 

by the m/z 265 anion (Figure 1b) and is not accompanied by a detectable product ion with D-

depletion as a counterpart in the CID spectrum (Figure 1a). A lower level of D-enrichment can be 

explained by the predominant m/z 264 formation through partner splitting rather than 

rearrangement under HCD conditions. 

ERMS breakdown curves of [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− (Figure 1d) in HCD, are almost identical to those of 

unlabeled sodiated [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]− anion (Figure S3d). The m/z 264/265 doublet ([F6Pd6-D]− and 

[F6Pd7-D]−) appears early and at a higher energy, the m/z 191/192 doublet (C3H(5-i)DiO6NaP− with i=0 

and 1) is produced very likely from the consecutive [(F6Pd7-D+Na)-D]− dissociations through cross-ring 

cleavages. At high NCE values, the isotopologue PO4H(2-i)Di
− (i=0, 1 and 2) anions (m/z 99/98/97) and 

the PO3
− anion (m/z 79) grow up. Inorganic phosphorous anions are likely generated from the 

consecutive dissociations of the m/z 264/265 and m/z 191/192 clusters possible in HCD mode (S2 in 

Supporting Information). 

 

Figure 2. (a) Evolution of the ratios of the unexpected labeled ion abundances sum over the expected 
ion abundance r1, r2 and r1′ as a function of NCE values: r1=(I265+I266)/I264, and r2=(I371+I372)/I373 were 
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determined under CID conditions and r’1=I265/I264 obtained under HCD conditions; (b) evolution of the 
ratio of the peak intensities I264/I373 as a function of NCE under CID conditions.  
 

To get deeper insight into the impact of the collisional energy on the D enrichment/D-depletion, the 

evolution of the ΣIunexpected/Iexpected ratio was explored. The r1 ratio corresponds to the D-enrichment 

revealed by the F6P monomer anions, while r2 is related to the D-depletion expressed by the product 

ions from sugar cross-ring cleavages under CID conditions. 

The r’1 < r1 values reflect the enhanced direct m/z 264 formation through partner splitting under HCD 

conditions. Moreover, the constant D-enrichment degree of the F6P partner over all NCE range in 

HCD experiments is likely due to shorter excitation time and higher transfer energy, disfavoring 

unexpected H/D migration (isomerization processes) in contrast to CID (Figure 2a).  

The r1 and r2 values slightly increase up to NCE=17-18% and then remain roughly constant. Larger 

scatter of the r2 values relatively to the r1 ones essentially originate from experimental variability in 

the measurements of the weakly abundant product ions at m/z 373/372/371 »The constant r1 ratio 

(and also r2, within the experimental errors) indicates that under higher excitation conditions, the 

main part of the precursor ion population (more than 90%, Figure 1c) is dissociated and/or directly 

ejected from the ion trap, while the contribution of inter partner H/D exchanges for the survivor part 

does not seem to change anymore.  

Furthermore, the observed difference between r1 and r2 values (Figure 2a) might be attributed to 

several causes. First, the higher r2 value can be explained by back HDX with residual light water 

during prolonged storage in the ion trap mass analyzer (see S2 in Supporting Information).77–81  

Alternatively, the lower r1 ratio could be explained by the co-existence of several m/z 264 species 

with different origins (Scheme 2). First m/z 264 could be produced through direct partner splitting 

from the sodiated NCC-d11 anions within HB and SSA structures (pathway (a) in Scheme 2). In 

addition, possible isomerization of sodiated NCC-d11 within SSAZW involving cross-ring cleavages 

yields an acyclic intermediate from which partner splitting can also occur resulting in m/z 264 

(pathway (b) in Scheme 2). Further sodiated NCC-d11 isomerization, certainly involves inter-partner 

H/D exchanges, giving rise either to the unexpected m/z 265 and m/z 266 product ions by partner 

splitting or to the formation of m/z 372 and m/z 371 (pathway (c) in Scheme 2). 

Fig. 2b presents the evolution of I264/I373 ratio as a function of excitation energy to highlight the 

relationship between competitive dissociation pathways. Indeed, the increase in this ratio is 

consistent with the enhanced partner splitting by non-covalent bond (NCB) cleavage at higher energy 

(m/z 264 production) relatively to CB cleavage (m/z 373 generation), mainly observed at lower 

energy).82  
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Scheme 2. Possible dissociation pathways of the sodiated NCC-d11 anions (m/z 466) through splitting 
of partners and cross-ring covalent cleavage pathways (the other dissociation pathways related to 
cross-ring fructose cleavages and resulting in other ion clusters are not reported).  

 

2. Exploring the impact of ActT on the covalent bond cleavages, D-enrichment versus D-depletion 

and selective back HDX 

In order to confirm the apparent inter-partner H/D exchanges using CID, the dissociation behavior of 

the sodiated NCC-d11 anion in CID mode was explored using a wide range of excitation durations i.e., 

ActT from 100 ms to 3000 ms and under a weak excitation voltage (NCE=8%). Under these 

conditions, the internal energy of the stored precursor ions, submitted to weak resonant excitation 

and prolonged activation time, increases very slowly (“slower” heating conditions), thereby favoring 

isomerization/rearrangement processes).82  
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Figure 3. CID spectrum of the labeled [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− anions (m/z 466) recorded at ActT=3000 
ms, NCE=8% and ActQ=0.15. Note that excitation parameters were changed compared to Figure 1, to 
reach “slower” heating conditions, i.e., NCE was reduced to maintain a non-negligible part of the 
[(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− precursor ions in the ion trap up to 3000 ms.  

 

(a) Enhancement of covalent bond cleavages and inter-partner H/D exchanges with the increase in 

ActT 

Under default ActT conditions (ActQ=0.25 and ActT=10 ms, in Figure 1a), product ions related to CB 

cleavages were mainly represented by weakly abundant isotopologue m/z 373/372/371 ion cluster. 

In contrast, at a long activation time (see Figure 3), the abundances of these product ions are 

significantly increased. Indeed, m/z 372 becomes the base peak, reflecting the reinforcement of the 

CB cleavage pathways compared to the NCB cleavages (partner splitting). The relative abundance of 

m/z 264 ions decreases to 77% of the base peak (it was the base peak in Figure 1a), while that of the 

m/z 373 ion increases from 5% to 48% of the base peak (Figure 3). Abundant m/z 447/446 ion cluster 

related to DHO/D2O losses is observed. Furthermore, other cross-ring cleavages take place, resulting 

in additional minor isotopologue product ion clusters at m/z 404/403/402, m/z 342/341/340, and 

m/z 300/299/298. They were generated by the formal losses of, C2H2D2O2/C2H1D3O2/C2D4O2 (i.e., C(2) 

neutral cluster), C4H4D4O4/C4H3D5O4/C4H2D6O4 (i.e., C(4) neutral cluster) and 

C6H6D4O5/C6H5D5O5/C6H4D6O5 (i.e., C(6) neutral cluster). Such losses are comparable to those of the 

fructose-6-phosphate anion observed in an ion trap mass analyzer.71,72 They are likely due to 

stepwise sodiated NCC-d11 isomerization processes involving H/D exchanges and cross-ring 

cleavages which compete with the loss of sodiated arginine salt yielding the m/z 264/265/266 

product ion cluster. The product ion clusters related to the C(2), C(4), and C(6) neutral loss clusters were 

not sufficiently abundant and, thus not further explored.  

Figure 3 shows that higher ActT values tend to favor D-depletion/D-enrichment. A large isotopologue 

ion cluster at m/z 373/372/371/370 (C(3) neutral cluster related to formal 

C3H3D3O3/C3H2D4O3/C3HD5O3/C3D6O3 losses) is detected with abundance is comparable to that of the 

m/z 266/265/264 cluster(with m/z 263 was neglected, see below). Nevertheless, even at AcT=3000 

ms, the m/z (264+i) product ions are obtained by mainly one unexpected H/D exchange and to a 

lesser extent, by a second one. The fact that a maximum of two H/D exchanges are detected for D-

enrichment although other mobile deuterons are available, indicates that these exchanges are highly 

specific. In contrast, product ions generated by C(3) neutral cluster loss involve an additional 

isotopologue ion at m/z 370, which likely originates only from back HDX (see discussion below). 
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Figure 4. Evolution of formal D-enrichment (r1 ratio) and D-depletion (r2 ratio) as a function of ActT 
using CID mode (fixed parameters: ActQ=0.15, NCE=8%).  

 

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the r1 and r2 ratios as a function of ActT. According to the obtained 

curves, the r2 values are greater than those of r1 regardless the ActT value. The D-depletion and D-

enrichment are characterized by maximum values of r2=4.1 and r1=1.4 (Figure 4) compared to the 

maximum values of 0.7 and 0.5 respectively, obtained previously at fixed ActT=10 ms (Figure 2a). The 

increases in the r2 and r1 ratios with the ActT growth is consistent with the favored 

isomerization/rearrangement processes (resulting in the enhanced CB cleavages and inter-partner 

H/D exchanges) driven by both the low internal energy transfer and the long ion storage/excitation 

time (kinetic shift effect).82 Moreover, the more pronounced slope of r2 plot compared to that of r1 

reflects an enhanced back HDX of the relaxed (m/z 373-i) product ions (i=0, 1 and 2) under “slower” 

heating conditions, favoring ion/molecule processes. 

 

(b) Importance of ion relaxation for back HDX 

A priori, the gas phase back HDX, reinforcing D-depletion effect, only takes place from the 

isotopologue m/z 373/372/371 product ion cluster and, to a lesser extent, from the non-covalent 

product ions related to the losses of the C(2), C(4) and C(6) clusters (Figure 3). Back HDX from the m/z 

466 yielding m/z 465 was not observed. Very weak relative abundance of the [F6Pd5-D]− anion at m/z 

263 (3%) compared to that of the [F6Pd6-D]− anion at m/z 264 (75%) suggests that for this product ion 

back HDX are also strongly unfavored. 

Based on the hypothesis of gas phase back HDX,77–81 one can assume a formation of HB between one 

(or two) water molecule(s) and a charged site of the product ions i.e., m/z 373/372/371, presumably, 

an alkoxide site. The lifetime of the resulting solvated form must be long enough to undergo 
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ion/molecule reactions. Importantly, the acidity (i.e., ΔH°acid) of the anion reactive site must be 

relatively close to that of a neutral, e.g. H2O (or 2H2O, see below), unless assisted by a second acidic 

site that can reduce the critical energy of the proton (or deuteron) exchange.83 Therefore, HDX can 

be achieved from the m/z 373/372/371 product ion cluster, since gas phase ΔH°acid acidity of hydroxyl 

groups is in the 370-380 kcal/mol range i.e., relatively close to that of water (H°acid(H2O)=390.3 

kcal/mol).84 Otherwise, back HDX within the phosphate ester group can be ruled out because of its 

probable involvement in the non-covalent binding to arginine within the NCC anions.41 In contrast, 

for the [F6Pd(6+i)-D]− product anion, the charge is likely carried by the phosphate ester group with an 

acidity roughly equal to H°(acid)=329 kcal/mol.84 Then, back HDX involving this anion is too 

endothermic (i.e., + 61.3 kcal/mol), and remains hindered in accordance with the experimental 

observations (Figure 3).  

The CID mode is particularly suited for demonstrating exothermic (or athermic) ion/molecule 

reactions such as back HDX regarding specific product ions.85,86 Indeed, their kinetic energy is strongly 

reduced during ion trap storage (S2 in Supporting Information) in contrast to that of the precursor 

ions subjected to resonant excitation. However, by applying zero resonant excitation (NCE=0%), the 

relaxation of precursor ions can be reached. Such conditions can be used for exploring the impact of 

ion relaxation on the selective back HDX. For this purpose, sequential MS3 experiments were carried 

out by applying NCE=0% at the second sequential stage. The following dissociation transitions: m/z 

466 → m/z 466 →, m/z 466 → m/z 372 → and m/z 466 → m/z 265 → are reported in Figure 5.  

As shown in Figure 3, back HDX from sodiated NCC-d11 precursor ion (m/z 466) was not detected in 

the CID spectrum. In contrast, using NCE=0% for MS3 experiments, isotopologue anions at m/z 

466/465/464 were observed with relative abundances of 70%/23%/7% (Figure 5a). Therefore, back 

HDX from the sodiated NCC-d11 anions occurs exclusively under ion relaxation conditions with a 

maximum of two back HDXs.  

The selected depleted species at m/z 372 ion (Figure 5c) undergoes almost one back HDX. In fact, the 

normalized abundance of m/z 371 is 36% whereas that of m/z 370 is less than 1.5%, suggesting that a 

second deuteron exchange with H2O is in practice not available (or very slow to migrate). Very likely, 

only one deuterated reactive site of the ion cluster produced by C(3) neutral loss, although weakly 

acidic, is enough to allow back HDX with residual H2O. Then, the detection of isotopologue m/z 

373/372/371/370 ion cluster in the CID spectrum of m/z 466 (Figure 3) is related to the existence of 

back HDX (in addition to inter-partner H/D exchange(s)). Each isotopologue product ion of this cluster 

should undergo one back HDX. In particular, m/z 371 leads to m/z 370 which is solely related to back 

HDX and does not produce anymore m/z 369. On the other hand, the formation of the m/z 372 and 
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m/z 371 product ions occurs either through unexpected inter-partner H/D exchange(s) followed by 

the cross-ring cleavages or by back HDX from the produced m/z 373 and m/z 372 ions. 

In contrast, the selected m/z 265 anions (i.e., [F6Pd7–D]−) does not yield any back HDX using MS3 

experiments (Figure 5b). This supports the previous assumption that [F6Pd7–D]− ions carrying 

negative charge exclusively on the phosphate ester group, do not undergo back HDX, ion/molecule 

reaction with residual water being too endothermic. 

 

Figure 5. Sequential MS3 experiments on the [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− precursor ions (m/z 466): the 
MS/MS step (NCE=8%, ActQ=0.15) was applied on the m/z 466 precursor ions followed by the MS3 
step (NCE=0%, ActQ=0.15) on (a) m/z 466, (b) m/z 265 and (c) m/z 372 ions; optimized ActT value for 
MS/MS was set at (a) 200 ms (for maintaining sufficient m/z 466 abundance to perform sequential 
MS3), (b) and (c) 1000 ms; ActT for MS3 was set at 3000 ms (only zooms on the ions of interest are 
reported). 

 

(d) Respective contributions of back HDX and inter-partner H/D exchanges on the observed D-

enrichment/D-depletion 

From the previous observations, a simplified model of the relative contribution of back HDX was 

deduced and is proposed as evidence of the correlation between D-enrichment (m/z 264/265/266 

product ion) and D-depletion (m/z 373/372/371). Indeed, it can be assumed that experimentally 

detected m/z 373 results from CB cleavages of sodiated NCC-d11 anions, and that it then undergoes 

one back HDX with residual light water. Thus, the observed abundance of the m/z 372 product 

anions corresponds to the sum of abundances of the m/z 372 ions solely due to D-depletion (i.e., 

from one inter-partner H/D exchange) and the m/z 372 ions from the m/z 373 due to back HDX. For 

the observed abundance of m/z 371, the same approach can be applied, whereas the observed m/z 

370 abundance should be attributed exclusively to that of the ions generated by back HDX from the 

m/z 371 ions which themselves are strictly formed by D-depletion.  
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Table 1. Estimation of normalized fraction(a) of isotopologue ions of the m/z 373/372/371 (i.e., i= 0, 1 and 2) compared to the normalized fraction of the m/z 
264/265/266 product ion clusters generated from the sodiated NCC-d11 anion using CID mode at ActT (a) 3000 ms (see Figure 3), (b) 1700 ms, and (c) 100 
ms for the back HDX and inter-partner H/D exchanges, respectively (with ActQ=0.15, NCE=8%) and (d) at ActT=10 ms from Figure 1 (with ActQ=0.25, 
NCE=13%) for estimation of relative contribution of direct NCC partner splitting  

Normalized ion 
abundances (%) 

within product ion 
cluster 

Estimated fraction of 
ions resulting from back 

HDX (I[373-(i+1)]* %)  

Fraction of ions strictly 
corresponding to D-depletion 

(I[373-i]‡%)(f)(no back HDX) 

Normalized fraction of ions 
only related to D-depletion 

(before back HDX) (%) 

Ion cluster 
related to D-
enrichment 

Normalized fraction of 
ions related to D-
enrichment (%) 

(a) ActT=3000 ms (back HDX with factor =1 as I[373-(i+1)*]/I[373-i]‡    

m/z 373 (19.3)     0(b)  19.3  40.1(g) m/z 264(i) 39.8 

m/z 372 (41.8) 19.3(c) 22.5 (i.e., 41.8-19.3) 46.8 m/z 265 46.3 

m/z 371 (28.8) 22.5(d) 6.3  13.1 m/z 266 13.9 

m/z 370 (10.1) 6.3(e)     

(b) ActT=1700 ms (=0.7) 

m/z 373 (27.3) 0 27.3 47.8 m/z 264(i) 45 

m/z 372 (46.2) 19.1 27.1 47.5 m/z 265 45 

m/z 371 (21.7) 19 2.7 4.7 m/z 266 10 

m/z 370 (4.8) 1.9     

(c) ActT=100 ms (=0.03) 

m/z 373 (63.3) 0 63.3 65.2 m/z 264(i) 

68.8(j) 

m/z 372 (35.2) 1.9 33.3 34.3 m/z 265 30.7 

m/z 371 (1.5) 1 0.5 0.5 m/z 266 0.5 

(d) ActT=10 ms ( close to zero) 

Ion cluster related to 
D-depletion 

Normalized 
abundances due to D-
depletion (%) without 

back HDX  

Normalized abundances 
(%) within ion cluster 

related to D-enrichment 

Estimated fraction (%) of 
ions related to D-enrichment 
from splitting of isomerized 

NCC(h) 

Estimated fraction (%) of expected m/z 264 
ion from splitting prior to isomerization 

m/z 373  64.9 m/z 264 (74.1) 47.9 26.2(k) 

m/z 372  35.1 m/z 265 (25.9) 25.9  
(a) The m/z 369 and m/z 263 product ions with the maximum normalized abundances of 0.7% and 2% at ActT = 3000 ms, respectively, relative to that of 
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corresponding ion cluster, were neglected in calculations for product ion cluster abundance normalization (100%).  
(b) According to our data, m/z 373 product ion results, as expected, from CB cleavages of NCC-d11 precursor anions, therefore, no back HDX and no inter-
partner <HDX> were considered for this ion. 
(c) A I[373-(i+1)]* value of 19.3% is the estimated fraction of ions resulting from back HDX of m/z 373, since the random probability (equal to ½) to undergo or 

not back HDX for each isotopologue (373-i) ions is assumed at ActT=3000 ms (factor =1).  
(d) Similarly, I[373-(i+1)]* value of 22.5% is attributed to m/z 372, considering that 22.5% of m/z 372 was obtained from D-depletion without back HDX and 

assuming that half of m/z 372 undergoes back HDX at ActT=3000 ms (factor =1) 
(e) I[373-(i+1)]* value of 6.3%, the same as for the fraction of m/z 371 only related to D-depletion, considering that about a half of m/z 372 produced by D-

depletion, is subjected to back HDX at ActT=3000 ms (factor =1) and the difference with experimental value of 10.1 assumed to be related to experimental 
error for the smallest peak intensity  
(f) I[373-i]‡ values obtained by subtracting the fraction related to back HDX from the experimental value of each isotopologue product ion. 
(g) Reconstituted normalized abundance of the expected m/z 373 ion prior to back HDX. 
(h) Fractions of expected m/z 264 and enriched m/z 265 in correlation with the fractions of expected m/z 373 and depleted m/z 372 ions (related to the 
sugar ring C(3) neutral loss) calculated as 64.9x25.9/35.1=47.9 (%) 
(i) Corresponding to direct splitting of partners prior to and after isomerization of sodiated NCC-d11 
(j) This 68.8% value is higher than those expected i.e., 65.2% from calculation using the D-depletion value. The difference is attributed to the partner 
splitting (i.e., 3.5 %) from the sodiated NCC-d11 m/z 466 anion. On the other hand, this means that 5.4% (value obtained by normalization to 65.2 i e., 
3.5x100/65.2) of the m/z 264 population are provided from the initial SSAzw form and thus, 94.6% from the isomerized SSAzw form. 
(k) 74.1-47.9 = 26.2 (%). This corresponds to 35.4 % (value obtained by normalization to 74.1 i.e., 26.2/74.1x100) which means that direct splitting occurs for 
35.4 % of the m/z 264 ion population and splitting after isomerization takes place for 64.6 %. 
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Our calculations (Table 1), first applied to CID experiments at ActT = 3000 ms and then at ActT=1700 

ms and 100 ms, are based on the rough estimation of =I[373-(i+1)*]/I[373-i]‡ ratio as back HDX factor 

(with i=0, 1 and 2). The abundance of the m/z (373-i) ions before any back HDX is noted as I[373-i]‡. The 

estimated back HDX contribution of the m/z (373-i) ions which only enhances the abundance of the 

ions produced by D-depletion i.e., m/z [373-(i+1)], ions (i.e., I[373-(i+1)]‡) is noted as I[373-(i+1)*]. Then, 

according to several iterations based on the previous considerations at ActT=3000 ms, the  value 

equal to 1 (i.e., a 1/2 random probability undergoing (or not) one back HDX for each isotopologue 

(373-i) product ions (i=0, 1 and 2)), is the one which fits the best with the experimental data (Table 

1). Afterward, it is possible to recalculate the remaining abundances (I[373-i]‡) of m/z (373-i) ion cluster 

(i=0, 1 and 2) only due to the D-depletion (as “Fraction of survivor ions strictly corresponding to D-

depletion (I[373-i]‡)(f) in the Table 1. These values were further normalized (“Normalized fraction of 

ions related to D-depletion (before back HDX) (%)” in the Table 1 i.e., (373-i)) in order to compare 

them with the experimentally detected normalized abundances of (264+i) ion cluster (‘Normalized 

fraction of ions related to D-enrichment” in the Table 1). Comparison of the corrected and 

experimentally normalized abundances of the m/z 373/372/371 and 264/265/266 ion clusters, 

demonstrates a good correlation between them (Table 1). This providing a definitive evidence for the 

unexpected inter-partner H/D exchanges during the sodiated NCC-d11 anion dissociations, resulting 

in correlated D-enrichment/D-depletion, within experimental errors.  

Using such a model and iterative approach, the  factor values of 0.7 and 0.03 are estimated for CID 

experiments at ActT as 1700 ms and 100 ms, respectively (Table 1). By applying such  values, 

correlated normalized abundances between the m/z (373-i) and m/z (264+i) ion clusters (i=0, 1 and 

2) were still observed. This gives additional clues of inter-partner H/D exchanges as the isomerization 

responsible for the formation of unexpected m/z (373-i) and m/z (264+i) ion clusters (i=0, 1 and 2) by 

cross-ring cleavages through rearrangement in competition with partner splitting. Additionally, 

calculations in Table 1 provide further insights of different fragmentation patterns and ion/molecule 

reactions. Below 100 ms, back HDX can be negligible (=0,03) compared to the D-depletion/D-

enrichment processes. Indeed, approximately one-third of the [F6Pd6-D]− product ions (m/z 264) 

incorporating one D (ion m/z 265) only results from inter-partner H/D exchange. Under these 

conditions, a relative contribution of the direct splitting of sodiated NCC-d11 (i.e., prior to any NCC 

isomerization way) reinforcing to the m/z 264 population (Scheme 2) becomes non-negligible (see 

the calculated “estimated fraction of expected m/z 264 ion prior to isomerization” in Table 1). 

 

3. Proposed structures of the [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− anions and mechanisms of the inter-partner 

H/D exchanges and dissociation processes 
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(a) Unusual hydride/deuteride exchange within NCC anions 

The following results are useful for giving clues on the inter-partner H/D exchange mechanisms 

resulting in complementary D-depletion/D-enrichment: 

- Regarding unexpected D-enrichment, a maximum of two H/D exchanges can be achieved 

(Figure 3 and Figure 4).  

- Similarly, other labeled product ions related to the sugar cross-ring cleavages without non 

covalent interaction disruption, at m/z 404, m/z 373, m/z 342 and m/z 300 (generated by C(2), 

C(3), C(4), and C(6) neutral losses) display mainly loss of 1 or 2 D (Figure 3). 

- Moreover, the D-depletion, related to the generation of the unexpected m/z 372/371 

doublet, is overestimated compared to the D-enrichment (Figure 2 and Figure 4), mainly due 

to back HDX. Its yield increases with ActT although only one exchange takes place from each 

isotopologue ions of the m/z (373-i) cluster (with i=0, 1 and 2) and not from m/z 370, the 

latter being only the product of back HDX. 

- The unique back HDX from this doublet is selective since it does not take place on the 

competitive [F6Pd6-D]− product anions (Figure 5). Alternatively, back HDX can be observed on 

the relaxed sodiated NCC-d11 anions under zero resonant excitation conditions (Figure 5). No 

H/D scrambling was observed highlighting the specificity of the unexpected inter-partner H/D 

exchanges and the back HDX. 

The first and second inter-partner H/D exchange(s) between the Rd7 and F6Pd6 partners yielding 

[F6Pd(6+i)-D]- (with i=1 and 2) should exclusively involve non-labile hydrogen atoms at the CHOD or 

CH2OD groups of F6Pd6 since all mobilizable protons of m/z 466 precursor ions are already exchanged 

(Scheme 1). Consequently, an inter-partner hydride/deuteride exchange (as <HDX>) must be 

assumed as a probable rearrangement pathway resulting in the correlated D-enrichment/D-

depletion of product ions. Such <HDX> processes must take place exclusively through inter-partner 

red-ox reactions. This may be possible if prior to NCC dissociation, the structure of the complex 

isomerizes into a form that can allow such red-ox reactions. Such inter-partner <HDXs> occurring 

within non-covalent complexes have never been described before. However, in some cases, hydride 

transfers within non-covalent complex ions as intermediates have been previously reported for NCC 

generated either by gas phase ion/molecule reactions,87–91 or by stepwise isomerization of charged 

molecular species.92–94  In addition, hydride transfer during C-C and C-O bond cleavages for 

deprotonated species containing primary and secondary alkoxy groups has been reported.95–97 

Therefore, assuming a negative charge at an HnC-O− site (n=1 and 2) of the fructose partner, the 

sodiated NCC-d11 anion may isomerize by a direct fructose ring opening through the cleavage of the 

C-C bond geminal to the alkoxide site resulting in an aldehyde group at one end and an alkoxide at 
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another.73 Thus, unexpected D-enrichment/D-depletion can be explained from such an intermediate, 

provided that inter-partner exchangeable sites are sufficiently close.  

(b) Proposed mechanism to rationalize the inter-partner hydride/deuteride exchanges from the 

sodiated NCC-d11 anions  

Quantum calculations on the sodiated NCC anions give some important insights into its gas phase 

conformation(s) and the proximity of interactive groups of partners. This may support the hypothesis 

of the hydride/deuteride exchange (as <HDX>) occurrence. Calculations were performed for the 

unlabeled HB and both SSA forms (Figure 6, S3 in Supporting Information) and confirmed the 

proposed folded conformations of the sodiated NCC anions (Scheme 1). However, calculations show 

that the HB form evolves towards the SSA forms (Figure 6, S3 in Supporting Information). 

 

Figure 6. Folded conformations of the sodiated NCC anion within solvated salt forms: (a) canonical 
SSAcan form; (b) and (c) zwitterion SSAzw forms with guanidinate b deprotomer (SSA(N)zw) or di-
hydrated alkoxide c deprotomer (SSA(O)zw + 2H2O) obtained from quantum calculations (distances in 
Å, S4 Supporting Information). 

 

The a form (SSAcan with the negative charges of the F6P phosphate and the R carboxylate engaged in 

the Na+ solvation, Figure 6), more stable than b form by 41.8 kcal/mol, cannot be involved in the 

cross-ring processes (formation of m/z m/z 373 for labeled NCC-d11 species) because of the absence 

of the free charge to promote CB cleavages. Thus, this folded form can exclusively yield m/z 264 by 

partner splitting (pathway (a), Scheme 2). On the other hand, in the case of the folded stable b form 

(i.e., SSA(N)zw, Figure 6), the free negative charge present at the guanidino group can potentially 

drive proton transfer by endothermic prototropy from spatially adjacent hydroxyl site of fructose. 

This leads to formation of the c form stabilized by hydration (i.e., SSA(O)zw +2xH2O, Figure 6). In order 

to compare a, b and c di-hydrated forms, the calculations were also performed on the a+2xH2O and 

b+2xH2O forms (see Figure S5 and Text S3 in Supporting Information). In fact, the di-hydrated 

c+2xH2O and a+2xH2O forms show comparable stability, since the difference in stability values is 

reduced to 1.3 kcal/mol in favor of the dehydrated canonical form (S3 in Supporting Information). To 
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simplify the discussion, this hydration has not been considered (except for back HDX). The c form can 

yield m/z (373-i) (i=1 and 2) by cross-ring cleavages, as well as m/z (264+i) (i=1 and 2) by splitting of 

partners of sodiated NCC-d11 anions (pathway (c) Scheme 2).  

Dissociations of the sodiated NCC anions within form c (Figure 6) with deprotonated anomeric (C-2) 

hydroxyl site (tertiary alcohol) may lead to the C(2) neutral cluster loss by a stepwise <HDX> 

(mechanism not discussed). Otherwise, the c’ form (Scheme 3), with a deprotonated site at C-4 (or C-

3) position of F6P (a priori not involved in the non-covalent binding) can be formed by prototropy.73 

The discussion will be focused on this form that provides the 373/372/371 ion cluster. A possible 

stepwise mechanism for c’ deprotomer isomerization is proposed in Scheme 3. For each 

intermediate, competitive dissociations (i.e., partner splitting and CB cleavages) can take place.  

First, the negative charge of the alkoxide group may promote its C-C vicinal bond cleavage (Scheme 

3), resulting in the fructose ring between the C-3 and C-4 being opened concomitantly with a 1-2 

deuteron migration (c’→d sequence, Scheme 3). Thus, it results in an acyclic chain carrying aldehyde 

(-CHO) at C-4 end, and deuterated primary alkoxide (i.e., -CHD-O−) at C-3 end. This means that the 

alkoxide oxidation and the C-C bond reduction takes place.71,73 Such a C-3/C-4 bond cleavage assisted 

by the negative charge on the vicinal alkoxide at C-4 has already been described especially for 

fructose-6-phosphate.71,73  

Next, the folded conformation of the sodiated NCC does allow the (–CHD-O−) alkoxide site oxidation 

at C-3 and the aldehyde (-CHO) reduction at C-4. To take place, the (DN=C-(ND2)) guanidino group 

neighboring both the (H)(D)C-O− and (H)C=O group ends does play the role of a relay in which C=ND 

is reduced and C-ND2 is oxidized (d→e sequence, Scheme 3). In such a redox sequence, the <HDX> 

pathways are comparable to the relay mechanism of gas phase HDX.98–102 This concerted double 

hydride/deuteride transfer results in stepwise isomerization processes which can take place several 

times as described in Scheme 3 through the c’→d→e→f(g)→h sequences. According to the proposed 

stepwise mechanism, a maximum of two deuteride exchanges became possible leading to the D-

enrichment of F6Pd6 in correlation with the D-depletion of its Rd7 partner (Table 2). 

 

Table 2. Formation of the different labeled [F6Pd(6+i)-D]− (highlighted in grey) and [(F6Pd6+Rd7–D+Na)–
D–C3H(3-i)D(3+i)O3]

− isotopologue product ions (i=0, 1 and 2) according to the Intermediate sodiated 
NCC anion structures (back HDX from the m/z (373-i) product ions is not considered), see Scheme 4 
 

Intermediate NCC 
anion structures 

Partner splitting  
with HDX* at 

Hydride transfer 
mechanisms§ 

Neutral 
losses 

isotopologue anion 
clusters 

d 
C-3  [Rd7-D+Na] [F6Pd6-D]−, m/z 264 

 1-2 H− or 1-2 D− C3H3D3O3 m/z 373 
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e 
C-4  [Rd6-D+Na] [F6Pd7-D] −, m/z 265 

 1-4 H− 

1-4 D− 
C3H3D3O3 
C3H2D4O3 

m/z 373 
m/z 372 

f 
C-3  [Rd5-D+Na] [F6Pd8-D] −, m/z 266 

 1-2 D− C3H2D4O3 m/z 372  

g 
C-1  [Rd5-D+Na] [F6Pd8-D] −, m/z 266 

 1-2 H− C3H2D4O3 m/z 372  

h 
C-4  [Rd5-D+Na] [F6Pd8-D] −, m/z 266 

 1-4 H−   
1-4 D− 

C3H2D4O3 
C3HD5O3 

m/z 372 
m/z 371 

* For the d form, it is an intra partner hydride/deuteride exchange (<HDX>)  
§ Intra fructose <HDX> 

 

Afterwards, competitive dissociations of the d, e, f (or g), and h NCC intermediates lead to either 

partner splitting or CB cleavages. Splitting does consist of a partner separation with a deuteron 

transfer from the d3-ammonium (ND3
+) site to the alkoxide (at C-1, C-3 or C-4 position, according to 

the considered intermediate, Scheme 3). Alternatively, the C3H(3-i)D(3+i)O3 neutral cluster release is 

based on the hemiketal (DO)C-O covalent bond cleavage from the opened ring intermediates (i.e., d, 

e, f (or g) and h). Such a CB cleavage is induced by hydride or/and deuteride transfer via either a 1-2 

mechanism (for the d and f (or g) intermediates) or a 1-4 mechanism (for e, and h) from the primary 

alkoxide to the hemiketal carbon (C-2, see the proposed mechanisms in Scheme 4). The Table 1 

shows different [F6Pd(6+i)-D]− and [(F6Pd(6+i)+Rd(7-i)–D+Na)–D–C3H3-iD3+iO3]
− (with i=0, 1 and 2) 

isotopologue product ions with their respective mechanisms and origins from the different 

isomerized sodiated NCC intermediates.  
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Scheme 3. Proposed stepwise isomerization mechanism for the unexpected <HDX>: sugar ring 
cleavage of the reactive [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− complex (c’→d sequence) and inter-partner 
hydride/deuteride exchanges by consecutive redox reactions between the opened fructose ring and 
persistent guanidino group of arginine through the isomerized [(F6Pd(6+i)+Rd(7-i)-D+Na)-D]− 
intermediates (d→e, e→f (g) and g→h sequences), note that in f→g sequence a free rotation takes 
place and D-migration from primary hydroxyl group to alkoxide.  

 

(d) Proposed mechanism of selective one back HDX from the m/z (373-i) product ions 

As already pointed out, experimental results were rationalized by the unexpected hydride/deuteride 

exchanges within sodiated NCC-d11 anions due to isomerization processes, providing the formation 

of both the m/z (373-i) and m/z (264+i) product ion clusters (i=0, 1 and 2). In addition, selective back 

HDX from m/z (373-i) were demonstrated. Therefore, r2 ratio reflects the D-depletion reinforced by 

one selective back HDX. Calculations in Table 1 suggested a maximum probability of 50/50 for 

exchanging one deuteron with residual light water at maximum ActT=3000 ms, lowered by 

decreasing the ActT. Such an observation may be rationalized through the dissociation mechanisms 

leading to the m/z (373-i) ion cluster (i=0, 1 and 2). 
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Scheme 4. Proposed mechanisms of the labeled “C(3)” neutral losses with competitive 
hydride/deuteride transfers (as 1-2 and 1-4 transfer from the d and h isomeric NCC forms, 
respectively) concomitant with C-O bond reduction to yield the isotopologue m/z 373/372/371 ion 
cluster without considering any back HDX. 

According to the proposed mechanisms, dissociations of different sodiated NCC-d11 isomerized 

structures (Scheme 3) provide (through 1-2 H−/D− and/or 1-4 H−/D− migrations) the m/z (373-i) 

product ion clusters with retention of the salt solvated interactions. These product ions are within 

zwitterion forms characterized by free charges at the alkoxide and d3-ammonium groups (Scheme 4). 

Then, back HDX with residual light water may occur with such ZW structures. Nevertheless, 

considering a folded conformation of such sodiated NCC product ions, free charges carried by these 

sites are certainly “quenched” by direct prototropy resulting in canonical forms (as proposed in 

Scheme 5a), thus hindering further back HDX. Indeed, as shown by calculations, the prototropy 

process (proton migration from the ammonium group to the alkoxide) occurs without intermediate 

(Figure 7a). 
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Scheme 5. Proposed mechanisms from the isotopologue m/z 373/372/371 ion cluster based on (a) a 
direct charge neutralization preventing back HDX and (b) a relay-like process involving H2O molecule 
yielding a specific back H/D exchange (only the interactive groups involved in these processes are 
represented for better clarity of the scheme) 

Alternatively, the ion/molecule reaction with a light water molecule was investigated using 

calculations (Figure 7b), which showed the hydration of alkoxide through the hydrogen bonding due 

to the close alcohol/water gas phase acidities.103 By refolding, the light water oxygen gets close to 

the d3-ammonium group. Naturally, the deuteron may migrate to the neighboring water molecule 

which concomitantly transfers to the alkoxide site its proton which is engaged in hydrogen bonding 

as shown by calculations (Figure 7b). This process can be described as a relay-like mechanism 

involving water interaction with free charges of product ions within the zwitterion form (Scheme 5b). 

Thus, one deuteron is formally exchanged by a proton on another site, and both the free positive and 

negative charges are quenched yielding a canonical form (Scheme 5b). This charge neutralization 

allows a fast detachment of HDO thus hindering the reversibility of the reaction or any additional 

hydration step which would favor a second H/D exchange. Finally, the proposed mechanisms 

(Scheme 5) may explain why a part of the m/z (373-i) isotopologue ion population does not exchange 

with water (prototropy into canonical forms) whereas the other part provides only one back HDX 

(relay-like mechanism) which is enhanced with the ActT increase.  
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Figure 7. Evolution of conformation of the m/z (373-i) fragment ions toward proton (or deuteron) 
transfer to reach the canonical form: (a) direct internal proton transfer, and (b) relay mechanism 
involving one water molecule resulting in one back HDX (distances between implied proton and O/N 
atoms are given in Å)  

 

Conclusion 

 

Non-covalent (NC) interactions between phosphorylated molecules and proteins’ basic amino acid 

residues are ubiquitous in biological systems such as G protein receptors heteromers.104 To 

understand the charge role in these interactions, NCC heterodimer anions formed by fructose-6-

phosphate (F6P) and arginine (R) were investigated using ESI MS in negative ion mode { [F6P+R-H]− 

and [(F6P+R-H+Na)-H]− }. We focused on the sodiated NCC anions. Product ion spectra recorded 

under collisional activation conditions, mainly showed partner splitting ([F6P-H]− as main peak) and, 

to a lesser extent, cross-ring cleavages with Na+ retention and without affecting the non-covalent 

interaction. The charge-solvated structure (i.e., Na+ solvated by heteroatom electron lone-pairs) was 

ruled out as its fragmentation should not lead to Na+ retention in the product ions. Then, a salt (SA) 

form can be considered. Therefore, one partner should be a zwitterion with the negative charge 

involved in ion-ion interaction with Na+. Based on these criteria, quantum calculation demonstrated 

that the NCC anion conformation is folded and the (HB) form (with free salt) evolves mainly toward a 

solvated salt (SSA). These forms are within canonical (SSAcan) and ZW (SSAzw) structures. In the folded 

conformation of SSA, the guanidino group is close to an OH group of fructose. Only the SSAzw form is 
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able to promote covalent bond cleavages (i.e., cross-ring process) due to the presence of a free 

charge without involving the NC interaction, although the HB and SSAcan as well as SSAzw forms can 

result in the splitting of partners. 

To rationalize the possible relationship between cross-ring cleavages and partner splitting, “in 

solution” D-labeling (HDX) of mobile protons of interactive partners was used resulting in labeled 

F6Pd6 and Rd7. These species yielded the desorbed [(F6Pd6+Rd7-D+Na)-D]− NCC anions, while under 

resonant excitation conditions (CID mode), sodiated NCC-d11 anions dissociate into the m/z [264+i]− 

and m/z [373-i]− product ion clusters (with i=0, 1 and 2), which reflects an unexpected D-enrichment 

and a D-depletion, respectively. By increasing the ActT activation time from 10 ms to 3000 ms, the 

m/z [373-i]− cluster produced by cross-ring cleavages becomes more abundant than the m/z [264+i]− 

cluster resulting from partner splitting. The discrepancy between D-enrichment and D-depletion is 

impacted by a back HDX with residual H2O that occurs selectively from each isotopologue ion of the 

m/z [373-i]− ion cluster. Quantum calculations elucidated why this back HDX was limited to one 

exchange in sequential MS3 experiments with 3000 ms ion storage without excitation. After 

correcting the contribution of a “one time” back HDX (reinforced with higher ActT), a good 

correlation between the D-enrichment and D-depletion, although limited to 2 H/D exchanges, was 

obtained. A stepwise dissociation mechanism based on a sodiated NCC-d11 anion isomerization 

(starting from the F6P ring opening) prior to dissociations was proposed. The isomerized 

intermediate evolves toward an inter-partner hydride/deuteride (<HDX>) exchange step through a 

relay-like mechanism described for the first time. Moreover, the intermediate of each sequence-end 

can dissociate competitively following <HDX>. Intermediate dissociations can proceed either by 

cross-ring cleavages or by partner splitting. This leads to an unexpected D-enrichment/D-depletion 

with a maximum of two exchanges. It is the first time that specific inter-partner H−/D− exchanges and 

a selective back H+/D+ exchange, without randomization with residual light water, are reported for 

such NCCs. 

Future study of other cationized NCC (with Na+ and Mg++) involving hexose phosphate isomers and 

arginine residues (or arginine containing peptides) as partners will be undertaken in order to 

establish the structural effects on the occurrence of such unexpected hydride/deuteride exchanges 

under resonant excitation conditions. 
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